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Nemos is an italian music maker living abroad since many
years. Nemos writes and releases music both in English and 
Italian, Nemos’ choice is not to show his face and not to use his 
real name, he prefers to communicate through music.

This project started with very limited resources but a lot of 
motivation and commitment – the first album was recorded with a 2 
octaves small keyboard and a headset

Your name on the next page’s cover depicts Nemos’ most trusted allies in
creating the album: a laptop to record, a small wooden table and most
important a cup of coffe. This album was released in October 2019, 
followed by ‘’Barbarians’’ (2020) and ‘’La leggenda del soldato gentile’’
(2021)

With small steps, overcoming difficulties, thanks to blogs, playlists and 
indipendent radios, these songs made it to more than 30 countries and
have been streamed in Europe, North and South America and Asia –
small numbers but meaningful for an adventure started from the scratch

The production is home-made, all the parts are played or programmed by 
Nemos himself, as well as all lyrics and music are written by him



Nemos’ music is strongly influenced by 80’s and 90’s with a 
strong presence of keyboards and electronic sounds, especialy
in the first 2 albums, while in ‘’La leggenda del soldato gentile’’, 
guitar becomes a crucial element and the sounds tend much
more to rock

Lyrics are generally hermetic and surreal – the main idea is to trasmit
a stream of images overlapping like in a abstract picture, letting
concrete objects emerge from time to time, often linked by a 
common theme

An open interpretation is welcome and encouraged, this is based
on the strong belief that the same sequence of notes and words
can have different meanings, all equally valid, for different listeners.



‘’Europa Hotel’’ is Nemos’ fourth album, self produced as the previous ones,
released on 3rd November2022

Similarly to previous Nemos’ albums it’s composed by 8 tracks, unlike the 
previous ‘’La leggenda del soldato gentile’’, all the songs are in English with
the exception of ‘’Cracovia’’ and ‘’La gloria all’ottavo’’

As usual lyrics are hermetic and open, leaving a lot of space for 
multiple interpretations: neverthless there are a few main
themes

Among them diversity and multiculturalism (Emigracja, Bridge in the 
metropolis) love for the concept of Europe which translates as well in
critics of its paradoxes, like it happens for everything you love 
(Europa Hotel), introspection towards more individual themes (La 
gloria all’ottavo, Greedy, The Albatross)  

Europa Hotel

The sound varies a lot from song to song, 
combining rock guitars with keyboards and 
synths as well as more classic sounds



The best is yet to come – the opening song starts as a lean and essential soft-rock,
evolving in a crescendo of sounds – opening up in the end on the smae main
theme. ‘’The best is yet to come’’ is a message of hope and confidence towards the 
future

Emigracja – in a electronic sounds atmosphere, a tribute to all the 
forms of migration and to all the ones who decided to follow this
path, looking for a better life of simply to discover, change and
experiment

Europa Hotel – the title track presents a drums, bass and noise 
guitar background repeating for the whole verse leaning towards 
the synth explosion in the chorus. In the mysterious Europa Hotel 
ghostly and disturbing but also familiar figures wander

Europa Hotel

Bridge in the metropolis – this song opens with multiple voices repeating the same sentence
in a languge other than their own – the bridge represents an idea of open and inclusive 
society, a word that draws his wealth from diversity. From a music perspective this is the most
rock song of the album



Cracovia – a trumpet blast introduces us in the surreal adventures and crazy
tales of this song, where justapposition of images and abstraction go very far

The albatross – freely inspired by Charles Baudelaire’s poem, this song 
combines guitars and synths in a futuristic yet retro sound. ‘’A story of 
winds, of princes an fights’’ written for the first time over 150 years ago 
but still has a lot to say

La gloria all’ottavo – this Italian song who closes the albums allow us to
fly over several characters from past and present time , in search for the 
mythical ‘’glory at the 8th’’.The song title is inspired by a verse of a song 
by Italian singer-songwriter Lucio Battisti released in 1992

Europa Hotel

Greedy – an electronic retro song, we’ve all been the  greedy one at least
once in life



Links e contacts

https://nemosmusic.com/

https://linktr.ee/nemos.music

https://nemosmusic.com/
https://open.spotify.com/artist/6p0ZIaI2ODG61zo4lrxtSq?si=eANQUeysRzqXmrNCLVUQQQ
https://www.instagram.com/nemos.nemos.music/
https://linktr.ee/nemos.music
https://www.facebook.com/Nemosmusicfb
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCQIO5AxEADIcrQTpve_n_Dg
mailto:nemos.music@outlook.com

